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Abstrac.t the consistency of the derived representations and
their use in physical implementations.

II. BFR and Conversion Algorithms

II.I. Magnitude Conversion Algorithm - A given
number ±N in sign-magnitude (8M) form can be
converted into a binary Fibonacci Representation
(BFR) either in 8M 'or in "M Complemented" or in
"(M + 1) Complemented" forms, in the range (-H,~1)

defined by the m-bit Fibonacci representation
which is based on the completeness of the represen-
tation 3

where M is as in (la) above. It should be noted
that the RRC form in this case refers to the M's
complement number system, while the RC form refers
to the (M+l)'s complement number system.

The conversion algorithm shown in the flowch<lrt
of Figure 1 will convert the magnitude N into the
BFR designated by equation (2). The algorithm mny
be implemented if the number ±N is provided in
some physical form, such as an analog voltage
(e.g., the output of a sensor device) or a binary
number (e.g., the output of present analog-to-
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This· M represents the maximum number which can be
held in an (m-l)-bit Fibonacci computer, and, thus,
M+l serves as a modulus for a modular number
system.

Fo~ our purposes we take the complement of a
nonnegative number N with respect to the positive
number A to be A - N. Of special interest to us
are two choices, those for which A = M) giving the
M's complement, and for which A = M + 1, giving
the (M+l)'s complement, keeping in concert with
the reduced radix (RRC) and radix (Re) complements
of standard binary computers.

We take as given a positive number M of the
special form

where F. is the jth Fibonacci number, that is
J

I; IntroductiOn

Because of the·desi~e to have fault tolerant
computers, there is an interest in pursuing various
types of computers. Among those of interest are
computers which are based upon other than bin~ry

number systeinsand among these of especial interest
is the Fibonacci computer l , 2 . The Fibonacci
computer uses the Fibonacci numbers 3 as the number
base in which calculations and operations are
performed with the fault tolerance coming from the
redundancy present in this base. Thus"the
Fibonacci numbers form a complete' set in themselves
or when anyone of the Fibonacci numbers is .deleted,
a property not present in the base two system4~ In
this context completeness means that any nonnegative
integer can be expressed in terms of the base '
numbers with appropriate coefficients. These
coefficients in the Fibonacci base can be binary
numbers 3, Chap.12, in which case we call the
representation the binary Fibonacci representation,
BFR. In the BFR several possible representations
are available for any given number, this leading
to the desired redundancy. For example the so
called minimum representation in which no two
adjacent coefficients are I and the so called
maximum representation where as many l's as
possible can be cited (though in some cases the
minimum and the maximum representations are iden-
tical). ,

The thesis of Hoang 2 treats various aspects
of arithmetic operations, including the. basic ones,
as addition, while in previous work it has been
shown how the minimum and maximum representations
can practically be generat~d5 ~nd how oth~t than .
binary coefficients can be used through ternary
and quaternary logic6. Here ~e return to the
binary coefficient case and present cornplement and
sign magnitude systems such that negative numbers
can be handled in the Fibonacci computer without
going beyond binary coefficients and without using
negatively indexed Fibonacci numbers in the base
system. The details are presented in the next
section. Following the next section we give some
discussion on the results including comments on

Two complement representations and a sign-
magnitude one are introduced which allow for handl-
ing negative numbers using only binary coefficients
in Fibonacci base expansions. These are developed
for practical implementation in Fibonacci computers.
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is accomplished, where we designate (bsb
n·

•• b
2)

as
the code of the given number.

11.2. Sign-Magnitude Representation .- Having
obtained the BFR for N the 8M Fibonacci represen-
tation of +N is obtained by simply appending a sign
bit, bs, in the most significant bit (MSB) position.
Thus, the SM-BFR

11.3. M Complemented Representation - One may
. observ~ that the (m-I)-bit Fibonacci representation

(obtained through e.xecution of the Rlgorithm in
Figure 1) of M - N is the I's complement of the
coefficients in the (m-I)-bit BFR of N. This is so
because the BFR of M has a string of I-bits, i.e.

number is now r eccgn Laed by a I-h..lt In the !,dgn bit
position.

It is of Lnt eras t to note t ha t the min Imum funns
of BFR, t ,e . those with t he mLn Imum numhe r of I-ld t s,
may reduce the number of carry ope ru t Lons In nddI t »

ion procedures, and, t he r efore, t he y allow f or
faster execution of a r Lt hme t Lc ope r a r i on s in t he
binary Fibonacci number system.

In order to secure the minimum form :in the Mis
complemented BFR step 4 of the above al gurit hm Ls
modified as follows:

4'. If the given number is ne ga t Lve , f .e . -Nt
the binary code (bm..• b2) is first maximized
(i.e. placed in maximum form by exchanging 100 with
011 combinations5), a zero is then appended in the
MSB position and the resulting code is complemented
and stored. The negative number is now r ecogn i.z ed
by a I-bit in the sign hi t posi t Lon and t he comple-
mented code is in minimum "form.

One must observe that in order to maintain the
mini~um forms during the execution of arithmetic
operations in the BFR using this algorithm comple-
mentation should be preceded by maximization of
the form. Thus, if the subtraction N1-N2 is called
for~ the ~ddition Nl + (M - NZ) is performed
instead. If the minimum forms of the operands are
to be maintained, the BFR code for N2 is recalled,
maximized, and then complemented before it is used
in the above addition. Note that the preservation
of minimum forms in s t or age and art t.hme t t c
operations in BFR is not essentinl hut only used to
simplify and speed up the arithmeti.c npernt:i.ollH.

As an example of app Li ca t ion (If the CCHlVHrs Lon
a Lgor i thm consider -N = -31 which ;1H to hl! Clll1Vt!r-·

ted into the a-bi.t M == 53 comp lemunt orl BFR.
a) Conversion of 31 to mf.n Lmuru-Blrft :

Si.nce 31-53 < 0 the riumbe r N ~ :3 1 ,LH

"within range". We have

(4a)

(3)

-;. (11 ... 1)
m
Z F.

j=2 J
M

digital converters). The required components are
voltage comparators and common binary arithmetic
circuits. The Fibonacci numbers 17m, :o-'m"'Ml"'" F2'
must also be provided~ either throuf.h a memory
look-up table or by some "Fibonacci number
generator" circuit, like the one discussed in
Section 11.5 of this paper.

It is of interest to observe that the N-to-BFR
conversion algorithm shown in Figure 1 does provide
the minimum form of the BFR, as is seen by tracing
through the flowchart. That is, the algorithm
produces naturally the minimum number of l-bits in
the resulting binary code.

so that

Because of this relation holding in the
Fibonacci representation of N and its M's
complement, M - N, we may use the comm.on techniques
available for deriving and manipulating the RRC
in base-2 representations and arithmetic operations.

ThE:! algorithm for obtaining the M's complemen-
ted BFR representation of a given number +N is:

1. Form the (m-1)-bit code for N~ i.e.
(b m· · ·b2 ) , using the algorithm of Figure 1.

2. Append a zero sign bit in the MSB position,
i . e • ( Obm • • • b 2) •

3. If the given number is positive, i.e. +N,
the Mrs complement code is ready to be stored,
i.e. (bs b m... b2) where bs=O.

4. If the given number is negative, i.e. -N,
the augmented binary code (Obn1••• b2) is complemen-
ted and stored as (lb~... b2). The negative

21+13+8+5+3+2+1.

F 31 - 21 > 0 ba=l using the algorithm of8
Figure 1

F7 10 - 13 < 0 b
7=O

F
6

10 - 8 > 0 b 6=1
FS 2 - 5 < 0 bS=O
F4

2 - 3 < 0 b4=O
F

3
2 - 2 0 b

3=1
F2 0 - 1 < 0 b2=O

b) Codes for -31:
The above process has given the 7 digit

minimum BFR code for 31

31~ (lOlOOlO)min

A sign bit is added to give an 8 digit code for +31
which can be maximized as per step 4'

+31 -)- (OlOlOOlO)min--~ (OOlll110)mclx

It is to be noted that in forming a BFR for -31 one
for +31 ,,1.., t a I.ne d , It is also noted t ha t in the
M's COll!l'·u..:~;,.I" system there is a +0 (the all 0 c ode )

-31 ---+ (lOl01101)max--~ (llOOOOOl)min

(4c)

(4d)2, •.• m1, ib. e b ~
]. J..

such that

where
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III .. Discussion

and a -0 (the alII code).

through the circuit shown in Figure 2. Equation
(6) and the circuit of Figure 2 are supplied with
initial conditions Fm+2 and Fm+l.
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Conversion to Fibonacci representations from
decimal is relatively straightforward ond simply
implemented as clearly illustrated in Figure 1 for
the BFR where only simple subtractions and c ompa r I»
sons are required. The addition of numbers Ln BFI{
is also relatively easy- to perform and a t r ea t rno n t
can be found in Hoang 2 ,Chap. 3. Likewise arI th'lll'-
tic operations may be performed consistently in the
Fibonacci representations derived in the previous
section. That is, the addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division, of two numbers repres-
ented in anyone of the previously derived repres~n

tations must result in a number also conforming to
the representation chosen. \~ork in this direc tion
is continuing. It should also be noted that
complete equivalent ternary or quaternary Fiboi1ncci
representations in sign magnitude or complement
form can be directly derived from the algorithms
discussed in Section II. The t e r na ry and qun t e r nn rv
representations of a positive number N a r e dor t ve d
directly from the BFR, as discussed in our previous
paper 6.

Complete representations in the range (-M,M)
may be accomplished in various ways. The extension
to negative even subscripted Fibonacci numbers llH~d

as weights in the ternary and quaternary Fibonacci
representations is one way which follows from the
discussion in our previous work6 . The complement
representations are directly derivnble following a
similar algorithm to the one discussed in Sectinn
II. The ternary and quaternary complement repres-
entations, together with a complete set of rules
for consistent arithmetic operations in these
number systems, will be discussed in forthcoming
works.

(6)

F. --!.- [ C1+VS) j (l;v'S-)j] (Sa)
J V5 2

_1_ [a~ b
j
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F .+2 - F '+1' j := 0, 1, ... , m.m-J . m-J

In the above we have presented representa-
tions which allow negative numbers to be conven....
iently represented in the Fibonacci con~uter using
only binary coefficients and positively indexed
Fibonacci numbers in the base. Indeed we have
begun the base with F2 though the whole theory
carries through when starting with FO or F1 (where
starting with Fl is convenient for error ccrrect-
ion while starting with F gives a more "e f f Lcf.errt
system"; we u'sed F2 to illustrate the gene ra l.Lty) ,

where a and b are the two roots of x2 - x-I = O.
This solution may be programmed to yield a routine,
providing on demand in real time the required Fibo-
nacci numbers, and it may be incorporated in the
program which implements the conversion nlp.orithm
of Figure 1.

Alternatively, a hardware implementation of
a Fibonacci number generator is also possible by
directly implementing the relation (Lb) ~ the
c.ircuit being given in 7,p.62. The circuit consi-
sts 'of two unit delays and a summer, and it is
clocked to provide the sequence FZ,F 3, ..• ,Fm,
given the initial values Fa and Fl. But for the
algorithm of Figure 1 the reverse sequence,
Fm, Fm_1 , ... ,F2' is required. Thiu can be imple-
mented from the linear difference equation

11.5. The Fibonacci Number Generator - For the
implementation of the conversion algorithm of Figure
1 it is required that the sequence of Fibonacci
numbers, Fm, Fm-l, ... ,F2' be available. The algori-
thm may be programmed on a digital computer or
implemented in an autonomouslyoperati'ng c t r cu i t,
with the. required Fibonacc.i number sequence stored
before-hand in a table in memory. A generator which
will produce the sequence of Fibonacci numbers in
real time'is also p0ssible.

The solution to the Fibonacci num~er generat-
ing linear difference equation, equation (lb)
above, may be obtained in closed fo~m by ase of the
Z-transform as 7,p.62.

II.4. (M+l) Complemented Repre~entation - The
(M+l)'s complement representation is obtained by
adding one to the Mis complement representation
when the number is negative or leaving it as in
the M's complement form if positive. In this
system +0 ; -0 is the all a code while the all 1
code represents -1.
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Given N:

Figure 1

Flowchart for Algorithm

to Obtain BFR.

F1---.--- m-j

Figure 2

Reverse Sequence Fibonacci
Number Generator, Fro' Fro_I' .•. , Fa
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